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Loaded train combination problem at marshalling station
in heavy haul railways

Dian Wang · Jun Zhao · Qiyuan Peng

Abstract This paper investigates the loaded train combination problem aris-
ing from the operation plans of a marshalling station located in the loading end
of a heavy haul railway. There, loaded inbound trains are combined to form
outbound trains with a larger traction weight since a limited number of out-
bound trains is allowed to run on the heavy haul railway during the operation
plan. The problem aims to determine the departure time and train composi-
tion of each outbound train, such that all operational and safety requirements
corresponding to outbound trains are satisfied. Many practical situations are
further considered in this paper. A mixed integer linear programming model
is formulated to minimize the total railcar dwell time at station and the to-
tal railcar extra transfer time at destination stations. Valid inequalities and
acceleration strategies are designed to enhance the model, and an iterative
search algorithm is developed to solve large-scale problem instances effective-
ly. Finally, random instances with different scales based on Hudong station in
Datong-Qinhuangdao heavy haul railway in China are generated to test the
proposed approaches.
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1 Introduction

Railway is one of the main means for freight transportation and the progression
to longer trains composed of heavier railcars has been evident throughout
1950s, particularly once bulk commodities such as coal, grain and iron ore
began to be transported in unit or combined trains. These trains are usually
consist of a single type of railcars and would not be separated en route. As the
railway capacity has been becoming tense, providing heavy haul transportation
plays a vital role in the railway freight transportation system and has been
adopted extensively for bulk freight transportation around the world.

Railcar organization is the basis for the transportation organization of a
heavy haul railway and its main task is to assemble loaded railcars in the
loading end into heavy haul trains to be transported to the unloading end.
Since a limited number of trains can be scheduled in a heavy haul railway
each day, increasing the traction weight of trains is benefit to delivery more
freights on the railway. Marshalling station is a critical station in the loading
end of a heavy haul railway. At this station, unit inbound trains with low-
er traction weights are usually combined to form heavier combined outbound
trains. However, outbound trains departing from the marshalling station in-
clude combined trains and unit trains since not all inbound trains need to be
combined. How to combine inbound trains into outbound trains in an effective
way is a significant work at a marshalling station in the loading end of a heavy
haul railway to increase the efficiency of transportation organization. For sim-
plicity, the problem is denoted as the loaded train combination problem in this
paper.

To the best of our knowledge, the loaded train combination problem has
not been formally studied before. Most related works focused on optimization
problems arising from the operation management of shunting yards in con-
ventional railways. Interest readers can refer to Boysen et al (2012, 2013) for
comprehensive reviews on these topics. Here we mainly review previous works
on operation plan problems from shunting yards that are relatively close to
our problem.

The shunting yard operation plan problem can be classified into four inter-
dependent tasks: cut generation, train makeup, railcar classification and out-
bound track assignment. This problem and its sub-problems have been widely
studied by many researchers. Yagar et al (1983), Bektaş et al (2009), Jaehn
et al (2015a), Jaehn et al (2015b) ,Boysen et al (2016), and Jaehn and Michaelis
(2016) investigated some sub-problems in the shunting yard operation plan.
Recently, Jaehn et al (2015a) focused on the railcar classification problem in
which the outbound trains have scheduled departure time. A similar problem
was also studied by Jaehn et al (2015b) in which each outbound train had
single-destination and arbitrary freight car order as well as flexible departure
time. Boysen et al (2016) systematically introduced the basic train makeup
problem and analyzed its complexity status. Jaehn and Michaelis (2016) con-
sidered the problem of determining the shunting sequence of inbound trains
to minimize the additional shunting efforts at succeeding shunting yards.



Holistic models covering multiple sub-problems have be established by He
et al (2000, 2003), Shi and Zhou (2015), Haahr and Lusby (2016) and Gestre-
lius et al (2017). Recently, Shi and Zhou (2015) proposed a mixed integer
programming model for the joint optimization of train makeup, humping and
assembling sequencing, and classification track assignment. Haahr and Lus-
by (2016) integrated humping sequencing, classification track assignment and
assembling sequencing decisions. Comprehensive models to improve the oper-
ations of specific marshalling yards have also been designed in the literatures.
Gestrelius et al (2017) attempted to improve the scheduling of shunting tasks
as well as the allocations of tracks at the arrival yard and the classification
yard of a marshalling yard without departure yard.

There are very few former studies on the transportation organization of
heavy haul railways. Su et al (2015) studied the locomotive scheduling prob-
lem for Datong-Qinhuangdao heavy haul railway in China. The problem was
formulated as an optimization model to minimize the total number of utilized
locomotives. Xiang and Zhu (2016) presented a multi-objective nonlinear pro-
gramming model for the railcar organization problem arising in the loading
area of a heavy haul railway so as to minimize the circular time of the wagons
and the logistics cost of the railway network. Zhang et al (2016) considered
the empty railcar adjustment problem from the unloading end to the loading
end in Chinese heavy haul railways. They formulated the problem as a fuzzy
programming model to minimize the idling period of empty cars.

Previous works mainly focus on the management of marshalling stations in
conventional railways. There is almost no literature exploring the operations
of marshalling stations in heavy haul railways. Due to the differences among
the daily operations of heavy haul railways and that of conventional railways,
there still exist significant challenges when customising existing approaches to
solve the loaded train combination problem arising from heavy haul railway.
To this end, this paper aims to optimize the loaded train combination problem
arising from the operation plans of a marshalling station in the loading end
of a heavy haul railway. This problem is similar to the train makeup problem
while more complicated departure rules should be satisfied. All operational and
safety requirements as well as many practical issues are taken into account.
Valid inequalities and acceleration strategies are designed and an iterative
search algorithm is developed to effectively solve large-scale problem instances.
Random instances with Hudong station in Datong-Qinhuangdao heavy haul
railway in China as background are generated to test the approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A detailed problem descrip-
tion is firstly presented in section 2. Then the problem investigated is for-
mulated as a mixed integer linear programming model with all objective and
constraints in section 3. Valid inequalities and acceleration strategies are al-
so proposed. In section 4, an iterative search algorithm to effectively solve
large-scale instances is described. Several random instances based on Hudong
marshalling station in the loading end of Datong-Qinhuangdao heavy haul
railway in China are utilized to test the approaches in section 5. Finally, the
main research works in this paper are concluded.



2 Problem description

2.1 Problem definition

We describe a marshalling station in the loading end of a heavy haul rail-
way with distinct loading and unloading ends. The station has two sides, of
which one connects feeder lines to disperse loading stations in the loading end
and the other connects the main line to the unloading end of the heavy haul
railway. A marshalling station in the loading end receives multiple inbound
trains composed of loaded railcars from the feeder lines and delivers multiple
outbound trains to the main line each day. To transport more freight within
a limited number of scheduled trains, inbound trains are usually combined to
form outbound trains with larger traction weights at the marshalling station.
Hence, combining inbound trains into outbound trains is the most important
work for loaded trains at the station. Series of operations including indispens-
able arrival and departure inspections and alternative combination operation
are executed on loaded trains to facilitate the combination of inbound train-
s into outbound trains. Meanwhile, different operation plans including daily
plan, shift plan and stage plan are prepared to organize and schedule daily
operations of the station. This paper considers the loaded train combination
problem arising from the operation plans of a marshalling station in the load-
ing end of a heavy haul railway in which outbound trains further have flexible
departure time to reflect the actual works at the station.

This problem is naturally a complicated combinatorial optimization prob-
lem and is constrained by many practical operational and safety requirements.
Inbound trains successively arrive at the station within the arrival period of
the operation plan, each of which is composed of a number of railcars with
same railcar type and destination. Each inbound train must be inspected after
the arrival, but whether it is combined with other trains should be decided.
If an inbound train is not combined, it is directly allocated to one outbound
train. Otherwise, it can either be combined with former trains, or wait to be
combined with latter trains. After the combination operation, combined in-
bound trains are allocated to one outbound train. Meanwhile, many candidate
outbound trains can be utilized to transfer inbound trains at the marshalling
station within the departure period of the operation plan. Each outbound train
is characterized by several departure rules, such as the full axle measured in
weight and length (or number of railcars), destination restriction, combination
rules, scheduled departure time, etc. Any outbound train departing from the
marshalling station has to satisfy all departure rules.

Our problem is further complicated by considering several practical issues
including remaining of inbound trains, cancelling of outbound trains and ad-
justment of departure time. As the transfer capacity of outbound trains is
limited, inbound trains that cannot be allocated to any outbound train in
the operation plan will be remained to the next plan. Analogously, in case
of a shortage of inbound trains, outbound trains that cannot fulfill all depar-
ture rules in the operation plan have to be cancelled. Moreover, the departure



time of outbound trains is predetermined by train diagram and it cannot be
modified in principle. However, in practice, adjusting departure time within a
reasonable range is potential to improve the effectiveness of train combination
schemes, and it is an effective measure to reduce and eliminate train delays to
response abnormal emergencies. Nevertheless, the departure headway between
adjacent outbound trains should be respected after the adjustment.

Specific objective should be optimized to provide practicable and effective
decision supports. As mentioned, the combination operation can exert the lim-
ited transportation capacity, however, it is additional and time intensive oper-
ation for inbound trains which inevitably increases the operation process and
dwell time of railcars. Thus the total railcar dwell time at the marshalling sta-
tion should be minimized to accelerate the circulation of railcars and freights.
Meanwhile, an outbound train can connect inbound trains with same or far-
ther destinations under the current railcar organization method in China, and
the situation that an outbound train is made up of inbound trains which do
not pass through the destination station of the outbound train is not allowed
to avoid being prematurely decomposed before its destination station. As a
consequence, the combination operations may incur extra transfer operations
for inbound trains at the destination stations of the outbound trains to which
they are allocated. If an inbound train is allocated to an outbound train with
same destination, the inbound train only needs to be executed the arrival
operation at the destination station of the outbound train. However, if the
inbound train is allocated to an outbound train with a closer destination, it
has to be disassembled from the outbound train after the arrival inspection
and wait to be allocated to another outbound train at the destination station
of the outbound train, leading to extra transfer operation and dwell time for
the inbound train. Therefore, the total railcar extra transfer time of railcars
in inbound trains at the destination station of their outbound trains should
be minimized as well.

Overall, given inbound trains, outbound trains and departure rules in the
operation plan, the loaded train combination problem lies on determining the
actual departure time and train composition of each outbound train, such that
all practical operational and safety requirements are satisfied, while weighted
sum of the total railcar dwell time at the marshalling station and the total
railcar extra transfer time at destination stations is minimized.

2.2 Empirical method adopted in practice

At present, the loaded train combination schemes are still manually deter-
mined by experienced station dispatchers. In their empirical method, inbound
trains are allocated to outbound trains according to the fixed and chrono-
logical departure order of outbound trains. The composition of an outbound
train is determined by firstly considering an outbound train as a combined
train, and then a unit train, and finally a cancelled train. For any outbound
train, its connected inbound trains are firstly selected based on its punctuality



and destination restriction, and then these inbound trains are chronologically
allocated to the outbound train until the full axle requirement and the combi-
nation rules are met. Obviously, the empirical method does not consider the
extra transfer operation at destination stations, it is a heuristic approach and
easily results in myopic solutions. The deficiencies of the empirical method are
elaborated by a small example shown in Figure 1 with 7 inbound trains and 5
outbound trains.

Arrival inspection

Train combination

Departure inspection

Time Axis

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

6 7

a b

Candidate outbound trainInbound train

W

Fig. 1: Combination scheme obtained by empirical method

Assume that the traction weights and destinations of inbound trains are (1,
1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3), respectively, where the destinations are
numbered in an ascending order of their distance from the marshalling station.
Meanwhile, suppose that the full weight of each outbound train equals to 2, and
the train destinations are (1, 3, 2, 3, 2). Thus, when omitting the combination
rule, in empirical method, inbound train 1 and 2 are combined firstly, and then
combine inbound train 3 and 5, finally inbound 6 and 7 according to the arrival
time of inbound trains. Inbound train 4 is not combined with others due to its
large traction weight. Next, inbound trains are allocated to outbound trains
based on the chronological order of inbound trains to finish their combination
operation (or arrival inspection for inbound train not combined with others).
For example, the arrival inspection of inbound train 4 is completed earlier
than the combination operation of inbound train 3 and 5, thus, inbound train
4 is allocated to outbound train 2, and inbound train 3 and 5 are allocated to
outbound train 3. Even though the time connection between inbound train 6
and 7 and outbound train 4 is satisfied, this outbound train is still cancelled
due to insufficient inbound trains caused by train destination constriction,
and these inbound trains are then allocated to outbound train 5. The detailed
train combination scheme is illustrated in Figure 1, in which lines with the
same color and font mean the corresponding connection relationships between
inbound and outbound trains at the marshalling station.



It can be seen from Figure 1 that inbound train 5 and 7 are allocated
to outbound trains with closer destination causing extra transfer operation
to these inbound trains. However, as shown in Figure 2, by adjusting the
combination scheme without violating any departure rule from an overall per-
spective, all inbound trains can be allocated to outbound trains with same
destination, while reducing the total railcar dwell time at the marshalling s-
tation as well. Besides, waiting time, which can be expressed by W shown in
Figure 1, usually exists when punctuality restriction of outbound trains should
be strictly observed. Obviously, the actual departure time of outbound train
5 can be brought forward in a reasonable range due to its waiting time and
the cancelling of outbound train 4 in the empirical scheme. It is obvious that
the empirical train combination scheme is not attractive, and such a scheme
will become even worse and more difficult to obtain once the arrival time of
inbound trains are delayed.

Arrival inspection

Train combination

Departure inspection

Time Axis

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

6 7

Candidate outbound trainInbound train

Fig. 2: Optimized combination scheme of the small example

3 Methodology

3.1 Notation

The loaded train combination problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear
programming model in this section. For simplicity, in what follows, the station
denotes the marshalling station located in the loading end of a heavy haul
railway, while the train indicates the heavy haul train arriving at or departing
from the marshalling station. Recall that the remaining of inbound trains at
the end of the operation plan of the station is considered in this paper, thus
inbound trains include the inbound trains arriving within the operation plan
and the inbound trains remained from previous operation plan, of which the



arrival time can be expressed by the start time of the operation plan while the
corresponding arrival inspection time depends on practical situation. Similarly,
outbound trains are composed of scheduled outbound trains and an artificial
outbound train, i.e. the last one which is regarded as departing from the sta-
tion at the end time of the operation plan to connect the remained inbound
trains. These inbound and outbound trains are numbered consecutively by
their scheduled arrival and departure time, respectively. The sets, indices and
decision variables to be used in the model are explained in Table 1.

3.2 Objective function

Based on the problem definition, the loaded train combination problem needs
to minimize the total railcar dwell time at the station and the total railcar
extra transfer time at destination stations. The proposed minimum compound
objective can be expressed as follows.

min u = α ·
∑
i∈I

si · (ζi − ai) + λ ·
∑
i∈I

∑
k∈K|pk 6=oi

si · bk · yik (1)

The first part of the objective is the total railcar dwell time at the station
and the second part expresses the total railcar extra transfer time at destina-
tion stations, while the objective weights are decided by the decision makers
based on their preference and satisfy α + λ = 1. Note that to guarantee the
rationality of the solutions and avoid too much remained inbound trains at the
end of the operation plan, a larger transfer time of artificial outbound train
should be introduced. Besides, the artificial outbound train can connection all
remained inbound trains.

3.3 Constraints

3.3.1 Unique allocation of inbound trains

Each inbound train must be allocated to one and only one outbound train,
and depart from the station at a certain time in this operation plan. Note that
remained inbound trains are allocated to the artificial outbound train and be
regarded as departing from the station at the end time of the plan.∑

k∈K

∑
t∈T

xikt = 1 ∀i ∈ I (2)

yik =
∑
t∈T

xikt ∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ K (3)

ζi =
∑
k∈K

∑
t∈T

t · xikt ∀i ∈ I (4)



Table 1: Definition of sets, indices and decision variables

Notation Description
ts, te Start time and end time of the operation plan, respectively.
n,m Number of inbound trains and outbound trains, respectively.
I,K Inbound and outbound train set, respectively.
T Time set, T = {ts, ts + 1, · · · , te}.
i, i′ Inbound train index, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, i′ = 1, 2, · · · , n.
k, k′ Outbound train index, k = 1, 2, · · · ,m, k′ = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
t Time index, t = ts, ts + 1, · · · , te.
ai Arrival time of inbound train i.
di Arrival inspection time of inbound train i.
si, vi Railcar number and railcar type of inbound train i, respectively.
gi Traction weight of inbound train i.
oi Destination of inbound train i.
Ri Stations contained by the route of inbound train i.
qk Scheduled departure time of outbound train k at the station.
ck Combination time of outbound train k if it is combined train.
fk Departure inspection time of outbound train k.
lmax
k Maximum allowable railcar number of outbound train k.
lmin
k Minimum allowable railcar number of outbound train k.
gmax
k Maximum allowable weight of outbound train k.
gmin
k Minimum allowable weight of outbound train k.
pk Destination of outbound train k.
hk Minimum departure headway between outbound train k and its successor.
bk Transfer time at the destination station of outbound train k.
Uk Composition set of outbound train k expressed by railcar number and type.
β Maximum number of inbound trains that can be allocated to a scheduled

outbound train.
ε1, ε2 Maximum allowable earliness and tardiness of outbound train, respectively.
α, λ Objective weight of the total railcar dwell time at the station and the total

railcar extra transfer time at destination stations, respectively.
xikt 0-1 variable, 1 if inbound train i is allocated to outbound train k which

departs from the station at time t, 0 otherwise.
yik 0-1 variable, 1 if inbound train i is allocated to outbound train k, 0 otherwise.
zkt 0-1 variable, 1 if outbound train k departs from the station at time t, 0

otherwise.
φlk 0-1 variable, 1 if outbound train k satisfies the full length requirement, 0

otherwise.
φg
k

0-1 variable, 1 if outbound train k satisfies the full weight requirement, 0
otherwise.

ϕk 0-1 variable, 1 if outbound train k is not cancelled, 0 otherwise.
wk 0-1 variable, 1 if outbound train k is a combined train, 0 otherwise.
ekk′ 0-1 variable, 1 if outbound train k departs before outbound train k′, 0 oth-

erwise.
ζi Integer variable, represents actual departure time of inbound train i.
ξk Integer variable, represents actual departure time of outbound train k.

3.3.2 Uniqueness of departure time of outbound trains

Each outbound train should depart from the station at a certain time in the
operation plan if it is not cancelled. The departure time of cancelled outbound
trains should be postponed to avoid affecting the normal operations of other
outbound trains, even be later than the end time of the operation plan. This



paper designates that ξk = qk +M1 if outbound train k is cancelled, where M1

is a large positive integer and can be the length of the operation plan. Note
that the actual departure time of each cancelled outbound train is determined
by equation (8) and equation (14) explained later.∑

t∈T

zkt = 1 ∀k ∈ K (5)

∑
i∈I

xikt ≤ β · zkt ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m,∀t ∈ T (6)

xikt ≤ zkt ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ K|k = m, ∀t ∈ T (7)

ξk =
∑
t∈T

t · zkt +M1 · (1− ϕk) ∀k ∈ K (8)

3.3.3 Maximum number of inbound trains allocated to outbound trains

The number of inbound trains allocated to a scheduled outbound train is limit-
ed due to the effective length of arrival and departure tracks in the station and
the train control technology. Meanwhile, a scheduled outbound train becomes
a combined train if it is composed of more than one inbound train.

2wk ≤
∑
i∈I

yik ≤ (β − 1) · wk + 1 ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (9)

3.3.4 Full axle and cancelling of outbound trains

Each scheduled outbound train should satisfy either the length requirement
without violating the weight constraint (i.e. full length), or the weight require-
ment without violating the length constraint (i.e. full weight). An outbound
train has to be cancelled if it can fulfill neither the full length nor the full
weight requirements. Note that the railcar number of trains is adopted to en-
sure the full length requirement in this paper instead of the converted length
since each inbound train is consist of a single type of railcars.

lmin
k · φlk ≤

∑
i∈I

si · yik ≤ lmax
k ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (10)

gmin
k · φgk ≤

∑
i∈I

gi · yik ≤ gmax
k ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (11)

∑
i∈I

yik ≤ β · (φlk + φgk) ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (12)

ϕk ≤ φlk + φgk ≤ 2ϕk ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (13)



3.3.5 Adjustment of departure time of outbound trains

Some outbound trains might be cancelled in case that inbound trains are de-
layed or insufficient. Adjusting the departure time of outbound trains could
increase the connection time between inbound and outbound trains, and hence
promote more outbound trains to satisfy the departure rules, or decrease the
unnecessary waiting time of outbound trains to reduce the dwell time of rail-
cars. Nonetheless, the adjustment should be controlled within a reasonable
range to avoid an excessive influence on the train running order of the main
line. Note that the departure time of the artificial outbound train cannot be
adjusted.

qk+M1 ·(1−ϕk)−ε1 ·ϕk ≤ ξk ≤ qk+M1 ·(1−ϕk)+ε2 ·ϕk ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (14)

ξk = qk k ∈ K|k = m (15)

3.3.6 Departure headway between outbound trains

The departure headway between an outbound train and its immediate suc-
cessor should be no less than the minimum headway to ensure safety when
adjusting the departure time of outbound trains. The departure order of out-
bound trains from the station may be changed after the adjustment.

ξk + hk ≤ ξk′ +M2 · (1− ekk′) ∀k, k′ ∈ K | k < k′ < m (16)

ξk′ + hk′ ≤ ξk +M2 · ekk′ ∀k, k′ ∈ K|k < k′ < m (17)

In equation (16) and (17), M2 is a large positive constant and its value
should be larger than M1 because of equation (8). In this paper, the value of
M2 is set as twice of the length of the operation plan.

3.3.7 Time connection between inbound and outbound trains

It can be seen from Figure 1 that inbound train i cannot be allocated to sched-
uled outbound train k until the time connection requirement, i.e. the latest
start time to execute the combination operation or the departure inspection
of the outbound train, which equals to ξk− ck ·wk− fk, is not earlier than the
end time of the inbound train′s arrival inspection, which equals to ai + di, is
satisfied.

(ai +di)− (ξk−ck ·wk−fk) ≤M3 · (1−yi,k) ∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (18)

In this equation, M3 is a large positive constant and its value could be
max{ai + di}+ max{ck + fk} to strength the optimization model.



3.3.8 Combination rules

Different types of dedicated open railcars including C80, C70 and C63 are
widely used in heavy haul railways in China. Even though an inbound train
is composed of single type of railcars, only inbound trains with specific railcar
types and numbers are allowed to be combined due to the limitation of lo-
comotive control technology, leading to strict combination rules. For example
at Hudong station, combined outbound train with a weight of 20 000 tons
should be combined by 2 unit inbound trains which are both composed of 105
railcars of C80 and then Uk is denoted as {105, C80, 105, C80} in this paper;
the composition of a combined outbound train with a weight of 15 000 ton-
s can be {108, C70, 54, C70} or {105, C80, 54, C70}. Thus, at the station, only
inbound trains satisfying particular combination rules can be combined into
same outbound train except the artificial outbound train.

yik+yi′k ≤ 1 if {si, vi, si′ , vi′} 6⊂ Uk ∀i, i′ ∈ I|i < i′,∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (19)

3.3.9 Destination connection between inbound and outbound trains

The situation that an outbound is made up of inbound trains which do not
pass through the destination station of the outbound train is not allowed in
principle to avoid the situation that the outbound train is prematurely de-
composed before its destination station under the current railcar organization
method in China. However, the artificial outbound train can connect inbound
trains to all destinations.

yik = 0 if pk /∈ Ri ∀i ∈ I,∀k ∈ K|k 6= m (20)

3.4 Valid inequality and acceleration strategy

3.4.1 Valid inequality

For each scheduled outbound train k and k′ which satisfy k < k′ < m and
qk + ε2 < qk′ − ε1, if train k is not cancelled, then it should depart from the
station before train k′. Meanwhile, if outbound train k′ is cancelled, then its
actual departure time should be later than that of train k.

ϕk ≤ ekk′ if qk + ε2 < qk′ − ε1 ∀k, k′ ∈ K|k < k′ < m (21)

ϕk′ ≥ 1− ekk′ if qk + ε2 < qk′ − ε1 ∀k, k′ ∈ K|k < k′ < m (22)

3.4.2 Acceleration strategy

Acceleration mechanisms are introduced to predetermine the value of parts of
decision variables so as to accelerate solution procedure. Preliminary computa-
tion results show that the proposed acceleration mechanisms can significantly
reduce computation time without omitting the optimal solution.



(1) Each inbound train cannot be allocated to a scheduled outbound train
until its arrival inspection is accomplished and then starts to execute the
departure inspection of the outbound train, i.e. for each inbound train i ∈ I
and each scheduled outbound train k ∈ K|k 6= m, if t < ai + di + fk, then
xikt = 0.

(2) The adjustment of departure time of scheduled outbound trains should
be controlled within a reasonable range around their scheduled departure time.
Thus, for each scheduled outbound train, its actual departure time after ad-
justment cannot be earlier than its earliest departure time or be later than its
latest departure time, i.e., for each outbound train k ∈ K|k 6= m, if t < qk−ε1
or t > qk + ε2, then xikt = 0 ( ∀i ∈ I ), zkt = 0.

(3) For each inbound train i ∈ I and each scheduled outbound train k ∈
K|k 6= m, if the end time of the inbound train′s arrival inspection is later than
the latest start time of the outbound train to execute its departure inspection,
i.e. ai+di > qk+ε2−fk, then inbound train i cannot be allocated to outbound
train k, yik = 0.

3.5 Mathematical model

Overall, the loaded train combination problem is formulated as an optimization
model [M] to minimize objective (1) and satisfy constraints (2) to (22).

The problem is NP-hard as it can be reduced to a generalized assignment
problem with minimum quantities, where the amount of space used in each
bin is restricted to be either zero or above a given minimum quantity. The lat-
ter problem has been proved to be NP-hard by Krumke and Thielen (2013).
Hence, the original problem is also NP-hard. However, the optimization model
is an integer linear programming model and it can be solved to optimality by
the state-of-the-art commercial optimization software in reasonable time for
small scale problems. Preliminary computation results demonstrate that the
valid inequalities and acceleration mechanisms can accelerate solution proce-
dure, but the deficiency of relatively long computation time or poor solution
quality still exists when solving large scale problems. Besides, when the depar-
ture time of outbound trains is intended to be nonadjustable, then even large
scale problems can be quickly solved to optimality by commercial optimiza-
tion software due to the linear feature of the proposed optimization model,
the valid inequalities and the acceleration mechanisms. On account of the d-
eficiencies to solve large scale problems by commercial software directly, an
iterative search algorithm is designed to effectively solve large scale problems
based on the features of the proposed optimization model.

4 Solution method

An iterative search algorithm embedded with intensification and neighborhood
search procedures is designed to solve large scale problems. In the intensifi-
cation search procedure, the candidate departure time of outbound trains is



given in advance and cannot be modified, thus the composition of outbound
trains can be easily determined. Then large scale problem is decomposed into
several small problems to locally adjust the departure time and composition of
each outbound train to improve the intensification train combination scheme.
These two procedures are executed iteratively until improvement cannot be
achieved or other termination condition is satisfied.

4.1 Initialization

Suppose that the candidate departure time of outbound trains, denoted as Q =
{q′k|k ∈ K} in this paper, are the scheduled departure time predetermined by
the train diagram, i.e. q′k = qk, ∀k ∈ K. Note that the candidate departure
time does not equal to the the actual departure time except the situation that
there is not any cancelled outbound train in the combination schemes. Besides,
the best train combination scheme BEST X and the corresponding objective
value BEST OFV are initialized, BEST X = ∅, BEST OFV =∞.

4.2 Intensification search

Suppose that each scheduled outbound train should strictly satisfy all de-
parture rules including punctuality, full axle, combination rules, destination
restriction, etc.; otherwise this outbound train should be cancelled. The can-
didate departure time set Q is adopted in the intensification search procedure
and it is nonadjustable, i.e., suppose that the value of ε1 and ε2 equal to 0.
Then feasible combination scheme can be obtained quickly by solving the opti-
mization model, and finally save the corresponding combination scheme IS X
and the objective value IS OFV .

4.3 Neighborhood search

Based on specific horizon length and update step, the departure period of
the operation plan is divided into several consecutive horizons and then cor-
responding horizon set J is formulated. Thus, the neighborhood solution is
constructed by locally adjusting the composition and departure time of out-
bound trains in each horizon. For each horizon j ∈ J , pick out all scheduled
outbound trains of which the actual departure time determined by the inten-
sification search procedure is within this horizon and all cancelled outbound
trains of which the scheduled departure time determined by the train diagram
belongs to this horizon, and denote these outbound trains as Kj . Then for each
outbound train k, k′ /∈ Kj |k, k′ 6= m, fix its composition and actual departure
time, i.e., fix the value of decision variable xikt, yik, zkt, ϕ

l
k, ϕg

k, ϕk, wk, ekk′

and ξk be the same with the intensification solution. Finally, the departure
time of outbound trains is allowed to be modified and the optimization model
is solved to explore better combination scheme. If optimal solution is obtained



or other specific termination condition is reached, then save the corresponding
combination scheme and objective value. After the neighborhood search, pick
out the best neighborhood solution, and denote the corresponding combination
scheme and the objective value as NS X and NS OFV , respectively. Update
the best combination scheme and the best objective value based on the results
of neighborhood search, BEST X = NS X, BEST OFV = NS OFV .

4.4 Termination condition

In each iterative search, if the best neighborhood solution is better than the
current intensification solution, i.e. (IS OFV −NS OFV ) /IS OFV > esp,
where esp is the predetermined allowable relative tolerance, and the total com-
putation time does not reach the maximum allowable time, then update the
candidate departure time Q, return to the intensification search procedure,
and start the next iteration. Otherwise, output the best combination scheme
BEST X and the corresponding objective value BEST OFV , and the iter-
ative search algorithm is terminated. Note that, when updating set Q, if an
outbound train is cancelled in current combination scheme, then its candidate
departure time is set as its scheduled departure time determined by the train
diagram.

5 Computational tests

5.1 Instance background and parameter setting

Random instances are constructed to test the effectiveness of the proposed
approaches with Hudong marshalling station in the loading end of Datong-
Qinhuangdao heavy haul railway in China as background. This line is 653
km long, and it is the first coal dedicated heavy haul railway and one of the
busiest transport corridors to transport coal from the west to the east in China.
Hanjialing station and Liucunnan station is the origin and destination station
of this line, respectively. The freight tonnage originated by this line reaches
447 million and 73.5 outbound trains in average are delivered to the main
line from Hudong station each day up to the end of 2016. The collecting and
distributing system of this line is illustrated by Figure 3.

There are mainly 5 busy main lines and local coal dedicated lines con-
necting the loading end and Hudong station is the main marshalling station
connecting the main line directly. Meanwhile, there are eight unloading sta-
tions and one connected heavy haul railway (Qianan-Caofeidian Line) in total
which are the destinations of inbound and outbound trains arriving at and
departing from Hudong station. The transfer time at the 9 destinations is 108,
120, 113, 123, 117, 125, 119, 132 and 127 min, respectively, and that of the
artificial outbound train is set as 200 min. The maximum allowable earliness
and tardiness is 5 and 20 min, respectively.
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Datong-Qinhuangdao Railway

Shenmu-Huanghuagang Line
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Liucunnan

Qinhuangdaodong

Fig. 3: Collecting and distributing system of Datong-Qinhuangdao line

There are three types of inbound trains arriving at Hudong station in total
with a weight of 5 000, 10 000 and 20 000 tons, respectively. The outbound
trains are divided into three types with a weight of 10 000, 15 000 and 20
000 tons, respectively, the first and last of which can be divided into unit
and combined trains further. Currently, railcars of C80, C70 and C63 are main
adopted in practice in this heavy haul railway. The detailed combination rules
and parameter settings at Hudong station are shown in Table 2, thus each
combined outbound trains can connect at most 2 inbound trains.

Table 2: Parameter setting and combination rules

Train Form Weight Combination rule lmax
k lmin

k di ck fk hk

Unit

5 000
? {54, C70} 60 54 10 - - -
? {60, C63}

10 000
• {105, C80}

120 105 15 - 70 10• {108, C70}
• {120, C63}

20 000 ? {210, C80} 210 210 20 - 82 14

Combined

10 000
• {60, C63, 60, C63}

120 108 - 35 70 10• {60, C63, 54, C70}
• {54, C70, 54, C70}

15 000
? {108, C70, 54, C70} 162 159 - 37 76 12
? {105, C80, 54, C70}

20 000 • {105, C80, 105, C80} 210 210 - 41 82 14



Based on related train data at Hudong station, specific constructional rules
are designed to generate reasonable inbound and outbound trains. The con-
structional rules generate outbound trains firstly and then determine the in-
bound trains randomly by the back-calculating method to generate practical
feasible instances. Thus, 8 groups of instances each of which is composed of 5
detailed random instances are constructed and tested. Table 3 expresses the
arrival and departure periods, the number of inbound and outbound train-
s adopted in this paper. The detailed constructional rules and train data in
each detailed instance are not given in this paper for the lack of space.

Table 3: Summary of random instances

Group Operation plan Arrival Number of Departure Number of
index length (h) period (h) inbound train period (h) outbound train

1 4 0 ∼ 4 35 2 ∼ 6 20
2 6 0 ∼ 6 51 2 ∼ 8 29
3 8 0 ∼ 8 67 2 ∼ 10 39
4 10 0 ∼ 10 83 2 ∼ 12 47
5 12 0 ∼ 12 99 2 ∼ 14 56
6 14 0 ∼ 14 115 2 ∼ 16 65
7 16 0 ∼ 16 131 2 ∼ 18 73
8 18 0 ∼ 18 147 2 ∼ 20 81

5.2 Computational results

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed iterative search algorithm is
tested. In the algorithm, the horizon length is equal to 3 h and update step
to 1.5 h. The algorithm is coded in MATLAB R2015b and CPLEX 12.6 is
invoked to solve the optimization model. The computations are executed on
a PC with Inter Core i5-4590 3.3 GHz CPU, 16 GB RAM, and Windows 7-
64 bits operation system. The maximum allowable computation time for each
instances is set as 4 h. The summary results are shown in Table 4. In this
Table, column 1 and 2 is the length of the plans and the detailed instances,
respectively. The objective value and the best lower bound obtained by CPLEX
is presented in column 3 and 4, respectively, while column 5 and 6 illustrate the
corresponding relative gap and computation time, respectively. Meanwhile, the
objective value and relative gap of the proposed algorithm are given in column
7 and 8, and column 9 is the time of the algorithm to solve instances.

As observed from Table 4, when the length of the operation plan is shorter
than 14 h, CPLEX and iterative search algorithm can solve all instances to op-
timality in maximum allowable computation time. However, the computation
time of solving the optimization model by CPLEX increase rapidly, specially
when the plan is longer than 10 h. On the contrary, the computation time of
the algorithm is extremely shorter than that of CPLEX, and the maximum
average time of the algorithm is less than 12 min. When the scale of the prob-



Table 4: Summary results

Plan Instance
CPLEX Algorithm

(h) Index
Objective value Lower bound Gap Time Objective value Gap Time

(railcar-min) (railcar-min) (%) (s) (railcar-min) (%) (s)

4

1 353772.0 353772.0 0 27 353772.0 0 39
2 306222.0 306222.0 0 11 306222.0 0 29
3 287817.0 287817.0 0 11 287817.0 0 43
4 301894.5 301894.5 0 8 301894.5 0 15
5 338308.5 338308.5 0 18 338308.5 0 62

Ave 317602.8 317602.8 0 15 317602.8 0 38

6

1 455821.5 455821.5 0 30 455821.5 0 36
2 403020.0 403020.0 0 18 403020.0 0 26
3 424627.5 424627.5 0 49 424627.5 0 98
4 481263.0 481263.0 0 22 481263.0 0 39
5 413737.5 413737.5 0 32 413737.5 0 33

Ave 435693.9 435693.9 0 30 435693.9 0 46

8

1 559912.5 559912.5 0 102 559912.5 0 68
2 575157.0 575157.0 0 109 575157.0 0 70
3 478909.5 478909.5 0 98 478909.5 0 90
4 516558.0 516558.0 0 117 516558.0 0 109
5 488364.0 488364.0 0 99 488364.0 0 91

Ave 523780.2 523780.2 0 105 523780.2 0 86

10

1 708793.5 708793.5 0 1550 708793.5 0 122
2 786214.5 786214.5 0 1502 786214.5 0 151
3 769008.0 769008.0 0 1408 769008.0 0 155
4 745779.0 745779.0 0 1504 745779.0 0 137
5 713043.0 713043.0 0 2032 713043.0 0 221

Ave 744567.6 744567.6 0 1599 744567.6 0 157

12

1 881784.0 881784.0 0 3991 881784.0 0 204
2 892554.0 892554.0 0 3806 892554.0 0 277
3 832488.0 832488.0 0 3871 832488.0 0 333
4 889891.5 889891.5 0 4560 889891.5 0 285
5 852033.0 852033.0 0 3957 852033.0 0 258

Ave 869750.1 869750.1 0 4037 869750.1 0 271

14

1 1007928.0 1007928.0 0 11249 1007928.0 0 459
2 985188.0 985188.0 0 9921 985188.0 0 364
3 956167.5 956167.5 0 10059 956167.5 0 380
4 1007856.0 1007856.0 0 10553 1007856.0 0 476
5 1006149.0 1006149.0 0 9201 1006149.0 0 227

Ave 992657.7 992657.7 0 10197 992657.7 0 381

16

1 – 1127273.9 – 14400 1137823.5 0.93 438
2 3785128.5 1178023.9 68.88 14400 1194591.0 1.39 587
3 – 1122167.5 – 14400 1133923.5 1.04 555
4 – 1120959.5 – 14400 1140741.0 1.73 724
5 – 1122171.1 – 14400 1139784.0 1.55 541

Ave 3785128.5 1134119.2 68.88 14400 1149372.6 1.33 569

18

1 – 1285196.3 – 14400 1307251.5 1.69 667
2 – 1276832.4 – 14400 1288723.5 0.92 696
3 – 1323195.6 – 14400 1335769.5 0.94 766
4 3637161.0 1267593.5 65.15 14400 1279864.5 0.96 736
5 – 1322205.5 – 14400 1343377.5 1.58 727

Ave 3637161.0 1295004.6 65.15 14400 1310997.3 1.22 719

lems becomes larger, the algorithm can obtain high quality solutions within
extremely shorter time with a maximum relative gap of 1.73% and a maxi-
mum average relative gap of 1.33%, while poor feasible solutions of only two
instances can be obtained by CPLEX. Thus, the iterative search algorithm
can obtain high quality solutions or optimal solutions for practical instances



in much shorter computation time and it is superior to commercial software
in terms of solution quality and computation time. Hence it could be applied
to determine satisfactory train combination schemes for large scale problems.

5.3 Comparison with empirical method

To test the practical feasibility of the optimization approaches, the empiri-
cal method used in practice is also coded by MATLAB 2015b in this paper to
obtain empirical combination schemes, and the comparison between the empir-
ical schemes and the optimized schemes is implemented as well. The summary
results are illustrated in Table 5.

Table 5: Comparison of empirical and optimized schemes

Plan (h)
Objective decrement (%) Dwell time decrement (%) Transfer time decrement (%)

Maximum Minimum Average Maximum Minimum Average Maximum Minimum Average
4 6.37 2.19 3.80 2.22 -0.89 0.53 19.92 2.91 10.36
6 4.93 1.71 2.91 3.51 -0.60 1.76 20.81 1.04 6.14
8 6.04 3.45 4.67 3.41 0.52 2.09 17.20 6.30 13.06
10 4.29 3.50 3.91 2.42 0.85 1.60 14.63 6.71 10.05
12 3.70 1.94 2.89 2.73 1.46 2.20 8.12 2.77 4.82
14 2.77 2.01 2.37 2.38 1.75 2.14 4.28 1.54 2.96
16 4.23 2.11 3.00 2.19 1.36 1.81 10.42 3.38 6.61
18 3.43 1.74 2.59 2.14 1.09 1.49 7.85 2.66 5.95

Average 4.47 2.33 3.27 2.62 0.69 1.70 12.90 3.41 7.49

As seen from Table 5, the optimized schemes are superior to the empirical
schemes, and the average compound objective value can be reduced by at most
4.47% and at least 2.33% and 3.27% in average. In terms of total railcar dwell
time and total railcar extra transfer time, the average total railcar dwell time
can be reduced by at most 2.62% and at least 0.69% and 1.70% in average,
while the average total extra transfer time can be reduced by at most 12.90%
and at least 3.41% and 7.49% in average. Note that the total railcar dwell
time obtained by the optimization approaches may be slightly larger than the
empirical method in small bits of detailed instances to reduce the total rail-
car extra transfer time to a greater degree and hence optimize the designed
compound objective. Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed optimiza-
tion approaches can solve small scale instances to optimality very quickly and
obtain higher quality combination schemes for large scale instances in signifi-
cant shorter computation time, and they significantly outperform the empirical
method for the train combination problem.

5.4 Effects of critical parameters

5.4.1 Effect of maximum allowable earliness

Firstly, the effect of maximum allowable earliness ε1 is to be explored. Set
the value of α and λ both to be 0.5, and that of ε2 is 20 min. The value of



ε1 is increased from 0 to 10 with a fixed increment of 1. The effects of ε1 to
objective value, total railcar dwell time and total railcar extra transfer time
are shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Effects of maximum earliness

As seen from Figure 4, with the increase of ε1, the objective value and
the total railcar dwell time decrease monotonically, while the total railcar
extra transfer time nearly maintains unchanged. The improvement of objective
value is obtained mainly due to the decrement of the total railcar dwell time
at the station. Conclusions can be made that modifying the departure time
of outbound trains is likely to reduce total railcar dwell time and it is an
effective measure to obtain higher quality train combination schemes. Besides,
the total railcar extra transfer time at destination stations can be substantially
optimized at a notable degree by taking it as a part of the compound objective
of the optimization model, thus the total railcar extra transfer time is not
sensitive to the value of maximum allowable earliness, while larger maximum
allowable earliness is likely to improve the solution quality.



5.4.2 Effect of maximum allowable tardiness

Then, the effect of maximum allowable tardiness ε2 is to be explored. The value
of ε1 is set as 5 min, and that of ε2 varies from 0 to 40 with an increment of 4.
The effects of ε2 to objective value, total railcar dwell time and total railcar
extra transfer time are shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Effects of the maximum tardiness

As seen from Figure 5, with the increase of ε2, the total railcar dwell time
is slightly increased or maintains unchanged, while the objective value and
the total railcar extra transfer time is almost decreased slightly. The reason
can be explained as follows. A larger ε2 makes it possible for the outbound
trains to wait for inbound trains with same destination, thus the total railcar
extra transfer time is likely to be improved while the total railcar dwell time
is deteriorated. The objective value, total railcar dwell time and total railcar
extra transfer time are not sensitive to ε2 in the paper since the fact that
train delay does not occur and the connection time between the arrival and
departure period is set based on the empirical schemes collected in practice.
Conclusion can be made that larger ε2 will never deteriorate the objective



value, and it is advised that larger ε2 is better to be allowed when trains are
delayed.

6 Conclusions

The loaded train combination problem is one of the key issues to the man-
agement of a marshalling station in the loading end of a heavy haul railway.
However, this problem is mainly handled by experienced station dispatcher-
s and has not gained attentions in the literature up to now. This problem
is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming model in this paper to
minimize total railcar dwell time at the marshalling station and total railcar
extra transfer time at destination stations simultaneously to reflect the feature
of the original problem. Meanwhile, many practical issues such as remaining
of inbound trains, cancelling of outbound trains and adjustment of departure
time are all taken into account. Two valid inequalities and several acceleration
strategies are proposed to enhance the optimization model. Besides, an itera-
tive search algorithm embedded with intensification and neighborhood search
procedures is designed to effectively solve large scale problems.

Random instances based on Hudong station in China are constructed to
test the effectiveness and practicability of the optimization approaches. Com-
putational results demonstrate that the optimization model can quickly solve
relatively small scale problems to optimality, while the iterative search al-
gorithm can determine optimal or high quality train combination schemes for
large scale problems in short time. Besides, the empirical method used in prac-
tice is realized as well in this paper to imitate the empirical train combination
schemes, and the comparison results illustrate that the optimized schemes
significantly outperform those empirical schemes.
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